Overview

We are going to learn how to do an Attribute MSA using Minitab. A

Open worksheet Attribute MSA.MTW.

Attribute MSA Using the Traditional Menu

Go to:
- Stat
  - Quality Tools
  - Attribute Agreement Analysis
  - Attribute column= C3 Attribute/Response
  - Samples= C2 Sample
  - Appraisers= C1 Appraiser
  - Known standard/attribute= C4 Known Standard
  - Press Ok
  - Review results

It is recommended that you only use the traditional menu for this assessment. Minitab Assistant has a different way of calculating for this assessment and therefore have radical differences in the outcome of the assessment. You are able to use the Minitab Assistant to set up the Attribute Agreement Worksheet.
Attribute Agreement Worksheet Using the Minitab Assistant

Go to:

- Assistant
- Attribute Agreement Worksheet
- Choose the number of appraisers
- Choose the number of trials
- Choose the number of test items
- Press Ok
- Review results